Now let V be a simple formally real Jordan algebra and Ω the Symmetrie cone in V. We denote by G( ) the Lie group of real linear automorphisms g of V such that gΩ = Ω. Then, G(i2) acts transitively on Ω. One knows that Ω has a G( )-invariant Riemannian structure. The purpose of this paper is to give explicitly a set of algebraically independent generators of Ο (Ω) 0(Ω} . If V is the formally real Jordan algebra Sym(r, ffl) of all rxr real Symmetrie matrices, then Ω is the set of positive definite matrices. In this case, it is well known that the differential operators
ti((X-d/dX)
J ) (XeQ, ; = l,2,...,r)
form algebraically independent generators of D(Q) GL(r * a \ where GL(r, i?) acts on Ω by X H+ gX 'g, see for example [5] , p. 64. Our theorem generalizes this to the case of any Symmetrie cone without using classification.
Let us describe the content of this paper in more detail. A Jordan algebra V over PS is a real vector space equipped with a bilinear product x, y i-» xy such that (i) xy = yx, (ii) hold for all x, y e F. Note that the associativity is not assumed. A Jordan algebra F is said to be formally real if x 2 + y 2 = Q implies x = y = 0. For instance, Sym(r, M) is a formally real Jordan algebra if we defme a product Χ ·Υ by X -Υ = (Χ7 + YX)/2. Now let F be a simple formally real Jordan algebra of rank r. The Symmetrie cone Ω in F is the interior of squares: Q-.= lnt {χ 2 ; χ E V}. Fach χ e Ω has a unique square root x 1/2 E Ω. Let P be the quadratic representation of V defmed by (1. 2) and T the trace (or the reduced trace in the terminology of [1] We also give an explicit formula for PJ (Proposition 2. 5). Actually, the property (0. 1) of PJ is a consequence of this explicit formula.
Denoting by AutF the automorphism group of the Jordan algebra V, we let Pol(F) AutF be the algebra of polynomial functions on F which are invariant under AutF We make G( ) act on polynomial functions on Fx F by Let Pol(Fx F) G( ) be the algebra of polynomial functions on Fx F which are invariant under the above action of G( ). Then, Theorem 2. The mapping (Φ/) (x, y) =f(P(x ll2 )y) (x e O, y e F) defines an algebra isomorphism of Pol(F)
AutF onto Pol(Fx F) G( ) .
I am grateful to Professor Jacques Faraut who kindly showed me Lemma 2. 3 in this paper with its proof and pointed out an inaccuracy in an earlier Version. I also thank Professors Adam Koranyi and Mustapha Rais for instructive conversations. Finally I thank Professor Erhard Neher for having informed me of U. Hirzebruch's paper [4] treating Pol(F) AutF , the paper which I was unaware of when the first draft was completed.
Preliminaries
We collect here basic facts about Jordan algebras needed in this paper. Our reference is the book [1] .
Let V be a simple formally real Jordan algebra of rank r. Then it is known that V has the unit element e. We denote by T the trace of K Thus r -T(e). Since the symmetric bilinear form x, y i-> T(xy) is positive definite, we have an inner product <· , ·> defmed by
For every x e V, we denote by L(x) the multiplication operator by x:
The quadratic representation P of V is defined by 
((ax)b)= T(a(xb))
for the linear form T implies that both L(x) and P(x) are Symmetrie operators relative to the inner product (1.1).
The following formula, called the fundamental formula, will play an important role in what follows:
Moreover, it is well known that
An element χ e V is said to be in ver ble if the operator P(x) is invertible, i.e., if α6ίΡ(χ)φΟ. The set of all invertible elements is denoted by F x . For xe F x , we set x. Then, xx~l = e and L(x) commutes with L(x~1). We have
Let Ω be the interior of squares: Ω = Ιηί{χ 2 ; xe V}. Then, Ω is an open convex cone and selfdual with respect to the inner product <·,·>. We call Ω the Symmetrie cone in V after [2] . We note here that Ω coincides with the connected component of F x containing e and that if χ e Ω, then P(x) is positive defmite. The mapping
being a diffeomorphism, we express its inverse mapping s Ω 9 y i-» y 1/2 e Ω. Let GL(F) denote the Lie group of real linear automorphisms of V and we set
It is clear that 0(Ω) is a closed subgroup of GL(F), hence 0(Ω) itself is a Lie group. Since Ω is selfdual, 0(Ω) is stable under the transpose g h->
l g with respect to <·,·>. We know P(x)eG( ) for xeF x . Since P(x 1/2 )*> = x for χ e Ω, we see that G(Q) acts transitively on Ω. Let Aut V be the automorphism group of the Jordan algebra V:
We know that AutFc=0(F), where O (V) is the orthogonal group of V relative t o the inner product (1. 1). Thus AutF is a compact Lie group. Finally let StrF stand for the structure group of V:
Str V= (g e GL(F); P(gx) = gP(x)'g for all χ e V}.
We have the inclusion (1.7)
Aut(F)-invariant polynomials on V and G( )-invariant polynomials on V χ V
We set K = AutF for simplicity. Let Pol(F) K be the algebra of K-invariant polynomial functions on F. Concerning Pol(F)*, the following result due to U. Hirzebruch [4] is known. are algebraically independent generators of Pol(F) K .
We now make G( ) act on V χ V by
Let Pol(Fx F) G( ) be the algebra of polynomial functions on V χ V which are invariant under the action of G( ) defined by (2. 1). In this section, we will define a mapping Pol(F)*into Pol(FxF) G(i2) . 
Since P (u) P (v) e G( ), there are Λ e Aut F and w e F x such that
P(u)P(v) =
(the "polar decomposition" of the operator P (u) P (v), see [1] , Satz XL 4. 5 or [2] ). Then, we get 
where the operator y Π χ is defined by (1. 3). 
3) (χΏν)Ρ(χ) = Ρ(χ)(νΏχ),
where we refer to [7] , 19. 8 and 18. 2 for (2. 3).
To show Proposition 2. 5, we need Lemma 2. 7. For m = l, 2, . . . , orce /las (P(x 1/2 )>;) 2m = P(x 1/2 ) (P(y) Ρ(χ)) 1 "" 1 P(j;)x (x e Ω, y 6 V).
Proof. Note a 2 = P(a)e for any α e K Thus letting a = (P(x 1/2 )y) m , we get (by (1.5)) )) m e (by (1.4))
)e (by (1. 5)).
Since P(x 1/2 )e = x, the proof is completed.
Q.E. D.
Proof of Proposition 2. 5. Since the associativity for T implies Next, using the formula P(x)y = (x D y)x, we get by (1. 5) and (2. 2), /2 )y, P(x 1/2 ) y> = <P(x)y, = <(x D 3>)x, 3>> = <*, tv D x)j>>. Now suppose m^ 1. Then, Lemma 2. 7 yields r((P(x 1/2 )y) 2m+1 ) = = <P(x 1/2 ) (P(y) P(x))" 
. Proo/. Since /(x) = p / (x, e), the injectivity is clear. Now by Proposition 2. l, we express / äs a polynomial of / 1; ...,/ r . Then, p f is a polynomial of pj,...,p r , where p ; (x, y)=/).(P(x 1/2 )y). Thus Lemma 2. 8 implies that p f e Pol(Fx F)
The surjectivity of the mapping in Proposition 2. 9 will be established in the next section.
(?(i2)-invariant differential operators on Ω
Since Ω lies in the euclidean vector space K we have a natural coordinate System (x l9 ...,x n ) once fixing an orthonormal basis e i9 ...,e n of V (n = dimF). Let d^d/dxi and for n-tuples / = (i\,..., i n ) of non-negative integers, we set d 
The differential operator L(x, δ/dx) on Ω is said to be 0(Ω)-ίηναήαηί if x,y) ,...,p r (x,y)).
Q.E. D.
For every χ e Ω 9 we put
Since P(x) is positive definite for χ e Ω, B defines a Riemannian structure on Ω. Moreover, the latter inclusion of (1. 7) implies that G(Q) acts on Ω isometrically :
Thus Ω is a Riemannian manifold with transitive group 6(Ω) of isometries. Further, since the tangent map of s : Ω 9 χ H* χ" 1 e Ω at x 0 e Ω is -P(xo)" 1 , we see by (1. 6) that s is an isometry. Therefore, s is the symmetry of Ω at e.
Let Ο(Ω)
0(Ω) be the algebra of G^)-invariant differential operators on Ω. It is a Standard fact that, owing to the presence of symmetry 5, Ζ>(Ω) (?(β) is commutative. We set
Since Lemma 2. 8 says that each p j satisfies (3. 3), we have Proof. The proof is modelled after [5] , p. 66 which is for the case tr((X · d/dX) j ). For any polynomial q(x l5 ... , x r ) of r variables, we call the degree of q(x^ x 2 ., ... , x') the weight of q. Now suppose that there is a polynomial q of r variables such that <?(£>,, ..., Z) r ) = 0. Letting fc be the weight of q, we group the monomials in q in such a way that Combining Proposition 2. 9 with Proposition 3. l, we also have Theorem 3. 4. One has the exact sequence of the algehras:
where(<Pf)(x, y)=f(P(x i/2 )y)forfePo\(V) K , K = AutK and χ e Ω, y 6 K Example« Let zl be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Ω relative to the Riemannian structure B defined by (3.4) . We fix an orthonormal basis e v ,...,e n of K Let P(x) = (p fj -(x)) be the matrix expression of P(x) with respect to this basis, i.e., Pij(x) = <P(x)^·, e f >. Then, the Riemannian structure is written s The formula (ii) is simply a polarizing process of the formula P(x)y = {x, y, x} and (iii) is well known. We prove (i) here for completeness. Since both sides are rational in x, it suffices to show (i) for χ e Ω. Put y = x 1/2 and z = P(y)~1a. Then, (1. 4) implies that for all t G M, Hence we get by (1. 5), so that (3. 6) d(a) detP(x) = 2 · detP(x) · trL(z).
On the other hand,
This together with (iii) and (3. 6) proves (i).
We now compute A. Recalling that P(x) is a Symmetrie operator, we get by (ii), Now we have Σ <(* D e t )e k9 e k y = trx Π ^-= trL(x^) = -<x, e t y =-k r r
where (x" 1^ is defined by x" 1 =£ (x" 1^^. Since £ p ik (x) (χ~\ is equal to the ith cok k efficient of P(x)x -1 = x, we finally arrive at
